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This Quick Start was created by Tableau Software and Snowflake in collaboration with
Amazon Web Services (AWS).
Quick Starts are automated reference deployments that use AWS CloudFormation
templates to deploy key technologies on AWS, following AWS best practices.

Overview
This Quick Start reference deployment guide provides step-by-step instructions for
deploying Tableau Server and Snowflake on the AWS Cloud.
This Quick Start is for users who want to deploy Tableau Server alongside Snowflake for
fast data querying and analytics. This Quick Start is targeted at IT and database
professionals who want to understand the infrastructure requirements of these solutions
and deploy production workloads for end users in their organizations.

Tableau Server
Tableau Server is a scalable, enterprise-class analytics platform that enables you to
securely scale data and analytics across your organization. Users can filter and drill
down into data or author new content without being limited to predefined
questions, wizards, or chart types. They can share and collaborate by using Tableau
workbooks and data sources. Distributed mobile and browser-based users can
interact with workbooks published to the server from Tableau Desktop or
embedded into company portals. Tableau Desktop users can leverage prepared data
sources published from Tableau Prep.
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Snowflake
Snowflake is a data warehouse built for the cloud, providing data-driven enterprises with
on-demand elasticity, secure data sharing, and per-second pricing. Snowflake combines the
power of data warehousing with the flexibility of big data platforms and the elasticity of the
cloud at a fraction of the cost of traditional on-premises solutions.

Tableau Server and Snowflake on AWS
Tableau Server paired with Snowflake gives users a powerful platform to store,
query, and analyze their data in real time. This Quick Start demonstrates the
workflow for uploading data to Snowflake, publishing that data to Tableau Server,
and creating analytics content on top of the live data.
The Quick Start installs a SnowSQL client on the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud
(Amazon EC2) instance. The SnowSQL client then runs a script from this to
populate Snowflake with sample data from an Amazon Simple Storage Service
(Amazon S3) bucket. The Quick Start publishes secure connections to the sample
data from Snowflake to Tableau Server as well as dashboards built on this data. As
you interact with these dashboards and create new ones using the Tableau Server
web interface, you are directly leveraging the live query capacity of Snowflake. In a
production environment, you can use the SnowSQL client installed on the EC2
instance alongside Tableau Server and the scripts provided in the Quick Start to
programmatically add data to Snowflake and content to Tableau Server.
Finally, the Quick Start also publishes several management dashboards to Tableau
Server. These are automatically configured to connect directly to your Snowflake
Account Usage schema to provide you with insight into the usage and performance
of your Snowflake account.

Cost and licenses
You are responsible for the cost of the AWS services used while running this Quick Start
reference deployment. There is no additional cost for using the Quick Start.
The AWS CloudFormation template for this Quick Start includes configuration parameters
that you can customize. Some of these settings, such as instance type, will affect the cost of
deployment. For cost estimates, see the pricing pages for each AWS service you will be
using. Prices are subject to change.
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Tip After you deploy the Quick Start, we recommend that you enable the AWS Cost
and Usage Report to track costs associated with the Quick Start. This report delivers
billing metrics to an S3 bucket in your account. It provides cost estimates based on
usage throughout each month and finalizes the data at the end of the month. For
more information about the report, see the AWS documentation.
This Quick Start can use new or existing licenses for both Tableau Server and Snowflake. To
use the Quick Start in your production environment, sign up for a Tableau Server license
and a Snowflake account. You can specify the Tableau Server license in the Quick Start
parameters. Your Snowflake account will automatically reflect your license plan.
If you don’t have a license for one or both of the services, the Quick Start will deploy a trial
of Tableau Server, which allows 14 days of free usage in a non-production environment.
After this time, you can upgrade to a production license by following the instructions on the
Tableau website or contacting your Tableau Sales representative.
If you use a trial version of Snowflake for the Quick Start, you will receive 400 free credits
to support your trial experience. After this, you can upgrade your account using the
Snowflake website or by contacting your Snowflake Sales representative.

Architecture
Deploying this Quick Start for a new virtual private cloud (VPC) with default parameters
builds the following environment in the AWS Cloud.
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Figure 1: Quick Start architecture for Tableau and Snowflake on AWS

The Quick Start sets up the following:


A VPC configured with public subnets according to AWS best practices, to provide you
with your own virtual network on AWS.*



In the public subnets:
–

Managed NAT gateways to allow outbound internet access for resources in the
private subnets.*

–

Tableau Server deployed on a Windows Amazon EC2 instance within your VPC
with appropriate security permissions. A SnowSQL client, which is used to add
data to Snowflake and Tableau Server, is installed on the EC2 instance.

* The template that deploys the Quick Start into an existing VPC skips the components
marked by asterisks and prompts you for your existing VPC configuration.

Planning the deployment
Specialized knowledge
This Quick Start assumes familiarity with the offerings provided by Tableau and Snowflake,
including the analytics capacities of each and a basic understanding of data architecture
and visualization.


Getting started with Tableau Server
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Getting started with Snowflake

This deployment guide also requires a moderate level of familiarity with AWS services. If
you’re new to AWS, visit the Getting Started Resource Center and the AWS Training and
Certification website for materials and programs that can help you develop the skills to
design, deploy, and operate your infrastructure and applications on the AWS Cloud.

AWS account
If you don’t already have an AWS account, create one at https://aws.amazon.com by
following the on-screen instructions. Part of the sign-up process involves receiving a phone
call and entering a PIN using the phone keypad.
Your AWS account is automatically signed up for all AWS services. You are charged only for
the services you use.

Technical requirements
Before you launch the Quick Start, your account must be configured as specified in the
following table. Otherwise, deployment might fail.
Resources

If necessary, request service limit increases for the following resources. You might need
to do this if you already have an existing deployment that uses these resources, and you
think you might exceed the default limits with this deployment. For default limits, see
the AWS documentation.
AWS Trusted Advisor offers a service limits check that displays your usage and limits
for some aspects of some services.
Resource

Key pair

This deployment uses

VPCs

1

Elastic IP addresses

1

m5.4xlarge instances

1

Make sure that at least one Amazon EC2 key pair exists in your AWS account in the
region where you are planning to deploy the Quick Start. Make note of the key pair
name. You’ll be prompted for this information during deployment. To create a key pair,
follow the instructions in the AWS documentation.
If you’re deploying the Quick Start for testing or proof-of-concept purposes, we
recommend that you create a new key pair instead of specifying a key pair that’s already
being used by a production instance.
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To deploy the Quick Start, you must log in to the AWS Management Console with AWS
Identity and Access Management (IAM) permissions for the resources and actions the
templates will deploy. The AdministratorAccess managed policy within IAM provides
sufficient permissions, although your organization may choose to use a custom policy
with more restrictions.

Deployment options
This Quick Start provides two deployment options:


Deploy Tableau Server into a new VPC (end-to-end deployment). This option
builds a new AWS environment consisting of the VPC, subnets, NAT gateways, security
groups, and other infrastructure components, and then deploys Tableau Server into this
new VPC and configures the connection between Tableau Server and Snowflake.



Deploy Tableau Server into an existing VPC. This option provisions Tableau
Server in your existing AWS infrastructure and configures the connection between
Tableau Server and Snowflake.

The Quick Start provides separate templates for these options. It also lets you configure
CIDR blocks, instance types, and Tableau Server and Snowflake settings, as discussed later
in this guide.

Deployment steps
Step 1. Sign in to your AWS account
1. Sign in to your AWS account at https://aws.amazon.com with an IAM user role that has
the necessary permissions. For details, see Planning the deployment earlier in this
guide.
2. Make sure that your AWS account is configured correctly, as discussed in the Technical
requirements section.
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Step 2. Launch the Quick Start
Notes The instructions in this section reflect the older version of the AWS
CloudFormation console. If you’re using the redesigned console, some of the user
interface elements might be different.
You are responsible for the cost of the AWS services used while running this Quick
Start reference deployment. There is no additional cost for using this Quick Start.
For full details, see the pricing pages for each AWS service you will be using in this
Quick Start. Prices are subject to change.
1. Sign in to your AWS account, and choose one of the following options to launch the
AWS CloudFormation template. For help choosing an option, see deployment options
earlier in this guide.

Deploy

• new VPC
• workload

Deploy Tableau Server into a
new VPC on AWS

Deploy

• workload only

Deploy Tableau Server into an
existing VPC on AWS

Important If you’re deploying Tableau Server into an existing VPC, make sure
that your VPC has two private subnets in different Availability Zones for the
workload instances, and that the subnets aren’t shared. This Quick Start doesn’t
support shared subnets. These subnets require NAT gateways in their route tables, to
allow the instances to download packages and software without exposing them to the
internet. You will also need the domain name option configured in the DHCP options
as explained in the Amazon VPC documentation. You will be prompted for your VPC
settings when you launch the Quick Start.
Each deployment takes about 30 minutes to complete.
2. Check the region that’s displayed in the upper-right corner of the navigation bar, and
change it if necessary. This is where the network infrastructure for Tableau Server will
be built. The template is launched in the US East (Ohio) Region by default.
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3. On the Select Template page, keep the default setting for the template URL, and then
choose Next.
4. On the Specify Details page, change the stack name if needed. Review the parameters
for the template. Provide values for the parameters that require input. For all other
parameters, review the default settings and customize them as necessary.
In the following tables, parameters are listed by category and described separately for
the two deployment options:
–

Parameters for deploying Tableau Server into a new VPC

–

Parameters for deploying Tableau Server into an existing VPC

When you finish reviewing and customizing the parameters, choose Next.

OPTION 1: PARAMETERS FOR DEPLOYING TABLEAU SERVER INTO A NEW VPC
View template
AWS environment and machine configuration:
Parameter label
(name)

Default

Description

Key pair name
(KeyPairName)

Requires input

Public/private key pair, which allows you to connect
securely to your instance after it launches. When you
created an AWS account, this is the key pair you
created in your preferred region.

Availability Zones
(AvailabilityZones)

Requires input

The list of two Availability Zones appropriate for the
region where you’re installing Tableau Server on AWS.
The Quick Start preserves the logical order you specify.
This deployment uses only one of the Availability
Zones you select.

Public subnet 1 CIDR
(PublicSubnet1CIDR)

10.0.128.0/20

The CIDR block for the public (DMZ) subnet located in
Availability Zone 1.

Public subnet 2 CIDR
(PublicSubnet2CIDR)

10.0.144.0/20

The CIDR block for the public (DMZ) subnet located in
Availability Zone 2.

VPC CIDR
(VPCCIDR)

10.0.0.0/16

The CIDR block for the VPC.
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Default

Description

Requires input

The CIDR address from which you will connect to the
instance.
We recommend that you set this value to a trusted
CIDR block to restrict access to IP addresses from
only your network. The CIDR block parameter must
be in the form x.x.x.x/x.

Tableau Amazon EC2 instance
type
(InstanceType)

m5.4xlarge

The Amazon EC2 instance type where Tableau Server
will be installed.

AMI operating system
(AMIOS)

Windows

The operating system on which Tableau Server will be
installed.

Tableau secrets configuration:
Parameter label
(name)

Default

Description

Tableau Services Manager
Requires input
(TSM) administrator user name
(Username)

The Tableau Services Manager (TSM) administrator’s
user name. You cannot use “tableau,” “tsmagent,”
“admin,” or “root” as the user name.

Tableau Services Manager
Requires input
(TSM) administrator password
(Password)

The Tableau Services Manager (TSM) administrator’s
password.

Tableau Server administrator
user name
(TableauServerAdminUser)

Requires input

The name of the initial administrator for Tableau
Server.

Tableau Server administrator
password
(TableauServerAdminPassword)

Requires input

The password of the initial administrator for Tableau
Server.

Tableau registration configuration:
Parameter label
(name)
Accept Tableau End User
License Agreement
(AcceptEULA)
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Default

Description

Tableau activation key
(TableauServerLicenseKey)

Requires input

The Tableau Server license key. Leave blank to use a
free 14-day trial license. To obtain a license key,
contact sales@tableau.com.

First name
(RegFirstName)

Requires input

First name of the Tableau Server user.

Last name
(RegLastName)

Requires input

Last name of the Tableau Server user.

Email address
(RegEmail)

Requires input

Email address of the Tableau Server user.

Company
(RegCompany)

Requires input

Company that the Tableau Server user works for.

Title
(RegTitle)

Requires input

Job title of the Tableau Server user.

Department
(RegDepartment)

Requires input

Department of the Tableau Server user.

Industry
(RegIndustry)

Requires input

Industry that the Tableau Server user works in.

Phone
(RegPhone)

Requires input

Telephone number of the Tableau Server user.

City
(RegCity)

Requires input

City that the Tableau Server user lives in.

State
(RegState)

Requires input

State that the Tableau Server user lives in.

ZIP/Postal Code
(RegZip)

Requires input

ZIP code or postal code of the Tableau Server user.

Country
(RegCountry)

Requires input

Country that the Tableau Server user lives in.

Snowflake configuration:
Parameter label
(name)

Default

Description

Snowflake host
(SnowflakeHost)

Requires input

Host name of your Snowflake instance (e.g., xyz12345.useast-1.snowflakecomputing.com).

Snowflake user name
(SnowflakeUsername)

Requires input

User name for your Snowflake account

Snowflake password
(SnowflakePassword)

Requires input

Password for your Snowflake account

Snowflake database
name
(SnowflakeDatabaseName)

NYC_TAXI_DATA

Name of the Snowflake database you are connecting to. Do
not change unless you are using your own dataset.
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AWS Quick Start configuration:
Note We recommend that you keep the default settings for the following two
parameters, unless you are customizing the Quick Start templates for your own
deployment projects. Changing the settings of these parameters will automatically
update code references to point to a new Quick Start location. For additional details,
see the AWS Quick Start Contributor’s Guide.
Parameter label
(name)

Default

Description

Quick Start S3 bucket
name
(QSS3BucketName)

aws-quickstart

The S3 bucket you created for your copy of Quick Start assets,
if you decide to customize or extend the Quick Start for your
own use. The bucket name can include numbers, lowercase
letters, uppercase letters, and hyphens, but should not start or
end with a hyphen.

Quick Start S3 key
prefix
(QSS3KeyPrefix)

quickstart-tableausnowflake/

The S3 key name prefix used to simulate a folder for your copy
of Quick Start assets, if you decide to customize or extend the
Quick Start for your own use. This prefix can include numbers,
lowercase letters, uppercase letters, hyphens, and forward
slashes.

OPTION 2: PARAMETERS FOR DEPLOYING TABLEAU SERVER INTO AN EXISTING VPC
View template
AWS environment and machine configuration:
Parameter label
(name)

Default

Description

Key pair name
(KeyPairName)

Requires input

Public/private key pair, which allows you to connect
securely to your instance after it launches. When you
created an AWS account, this is the key pair you
created in your preferred region.

VPC ID
(VPCID)

Requires input

The ID of your existing VPC (e.g., vpc-0343606e).

Public subnet ID
(PublicSubnetID)

Requires input

The ID of the public subnet in the primary server’s
Availability Zone.

Source CIDR for access
(SourceCIDR)

Requires input

The CIDR address from which you will connect to the
instance. We recommend that you set this value to a
trusted CIDR block to restrict access to IP addresses
from only your network. The CIDR block parameter
must be in the form x.x.x.x/x.
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Description

Tableau Amazon EC2 instance
type
(InstanceType)

m5.4xlarge

The Amazon EC2 instance type where Tableau Server
will be installed.

AMI operating system
(AMIOS)

Windows

The operating system on the Amazon EC2 instance
where Tableau Server will be installed.

Tableau secrets configuration:
Parameter label
(name)

Default

Description

Tableau Services Manager
Requires input
(TSM) administrator user name
(Username)

The Tableau Services Manager (TSM) administrator’s
user name. You cannot use “tableau,” “tsmagent,”
“admin,” or “root” as the user name.

Tableau Services Manager
Requires input
(TSM) administrator password
(Password)

The Tableau Services Manager (TSM) administrator’s
password. Must be at least 6 characters.

Tableau Server administrator
username
(TableauServerAdminUser)

Requires input

The Tableau Server administrator’s user name.

Tableau Server administrator
password
(TableauServerAdminPassword)

Requires input

The Tableau Server administrator’s password. Must be
at least 6 characters.

Tableau registration configuration:
Parameter label

Default

Description

Accept Tableau End User
License Agreement
(AcceptEULA)

Requires input

View the EULA at https://www.tableau.com/eula.

Tableau Activation Key
(TableauServerLicenseKey)

Requires input

The Tableau Server license key. Leave blank to use a
free 14-day trial license. To obtain a license key,
contact sales@tableau.com.

First Name
(RegFirstName)

Requires input

First name of the Tableau Server user.

Last Name
(RegLastName)

Requires input

Last name of the Tableau Server user.

(name)
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Default

Description

Email Address
(RegEmail)

Requires input

Email address of the Tableau Server user.

Company
(RegCompany)

Requires input

Company that the Tableau Server user works for.

Title
(RegTitle)

Requires input

Job title of the Tableau Server user.

Department
(RegDepartment)

Requires input

Department of the Tableau Server user.

Industry
(RegIndustry)

Requires input

Industry that the Tableau Server user works in.

Phone
(RegPhone)

Requires input

Telephone number of the Tableau Server user.

City
(RegCity)

Requires input

City that the Tableau Server user lives in.

State
(RegState)

Requires input

State that the Tableau Server user lives in.

Zip/Postal Code
(RegZip)

Requires input

Zip code or postal code of the Tableau Server user.

Country
(RegCountry)

Requires input

Country that the Tableau Server user lives in.

(name)

Snowflake configuration:
Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

Snowflake host
(SnowflakeHost)

Requires input

Host name of your Snowflake instance (e.g., xyz12345.useast-1.snowflakecomputing.com).

Snowflake user name
(SnowflakeUsername)

Requires input

Username for your Snowflake account

Snowflake password
(SnowflakePassword)

Requires input

Password for your Snowflake account

Snowflake database
name
(SnowflakeDatabaseName)

NYC_TAXI_DATA

Name of the Snowflake database you are connecting to. Do
not change unless you are using your own dataset.
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AWS Quick Start configuration:
Note We recommend that you keep the default settings for the following two
parameters, unless you are customizing the Quick Start templates for your own
deployment projects. Changing the settings of these parameters will automatically
update code references to point to a new Quick Start location. For additional details,
see the AWS Quick Start Contributor’s Guide.
Parameter label
(name)

Default

Description

Quick Start S3 bucket
name
(QSS3BucketName)

aws-quickstart

The S3 bucket you have created for your copy of Quick Start
assets, if you decide to customize or extend the Quick Start for
your own use. The bucket name can include numbers,
lowercase letters, uppercase letters, and hyphens, but should
not start or end with a hyphen.

Quick Start S3 key
prefix
(QSS3KeyPrefix)

quickstart--tableausnowflake/

The S3 key name prefix used to simulate a folder for your copy
of Quick Start assets, if you decide to customize or extend the
Quick Start for your own use. This prefix can include numbers,
lowercase letters, uppercase letters, hyphens, and forward
slashes.

5. On the Options page, you can specify tags (key-value pairs) for resources in your stack
and set advanced options. When you’re done, choose Next.
6. On the Review page, review and confirm the template settings. Under Capabilities,
select the two check boxes to acknowledge that the template will create IAM resources
and that it might require the capability to auto-expand macros.
7. Choose Create to deploy the stack.
8. Monitor the status of the stack. When the status is CREATE_COMPLETE, the
Tableau Server instance is ready.
9. Use the URLs displayed in the Outputs tab for the stack to view the resources that were
created.
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Figure 2: Tableau and Snowflake outputs after successful deployment

Step 3. Test the deployment
1. Using a browser of your choice, from the IP address you specified in the parameters,
navigate to the PublicIPAddress or TableauServerURL provided in the
CloudFormation outputs to verify that Tableau Server was initialized properly.
2. Log in to Tableau Server by using the administrator credentials you provided as the
TableauServerAdminUser and TableauServerAdminPassword parameters.
3. Navigate to the Server Status tab to ensure all processes have green check marks, as
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Tableau Server status page

4. In the Content tab you should see the Snowflake_Sample and Snowflake_Admin
projects. Verify that the content each of these projects contains content.
Note: If you are initializing this Quick Start with a new Snowflake account, the
usage dashboards in the Snowflake_Admin project will initially be empty and will
populate with data day by day as you begin to use your new Snowflake account.
5. Navigate to your Snowflake account and look at the History page. You should see the
commands executed by the SnowSQL script, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Snowflake query history page

Among those queries, you should see one with longer execution time and 133 million
rows that indicates the sample data was successfully uploaded to Snowflake.
Important After Tableau Server is up and running in your AWS account, you
might need to stop and restart it for a number of reasons (for example, to perform an
upgrade, to apply new license keys, or to change settings). In these scenarios, we
recommend that you set the Tableau Server instance on standby status in the Auto
Scaling group for the duration of the restart. Otherwise, the Tableau Server instance
might terminate itself and spin up a new, blank instance. When the restart is
complete, you can put the Tableau Server instance back into service. (Note that you
are billed for instances that are in a standby state.)

Optional: Using your own dataset
You can customize this Quick Start to upload your own data to Snowflake. From there, you
can use Tableau Server or Tableau Desktop to establish a new connection to your data in
Snowflake. See the Tableau documentation for details.


Upload data to S3
–



Upload the dataset that you want to use to an S3 bucket that is public, or has the
appropriate permissions to allow the deployed VM to access its contents (both
read & list objects access required). For more details, see the Snowflake
documentation.

Customize or replace snowsetup.txt
–

Replace all references to NYC_TAXI_DATA with the name of the database you want
to create.
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–

Edit lines 33-45 to reflect the format of the files you are uploading.

–

Update the URL in line 49 to point toward your S3 bucket.

–

Edit lines 54-73 to reflect the schema of the files you are uploading.

–

Replace all references to YELLOW_TRIP_DATA with the name of the tables you want
to create

Update the tableau-single-server-windows template
–

If you have updated snowsetup.txt: Remove commands 11 and 17 to stop the
Quick Start from downloading and publishing the original sample data
connection to Tableau Server

–

If you have created another version of snowsetup.txt: Add a step to
download the new file (reference the ‘files’ section of the template) and execute
the SnowSQL commands (reference command 8).

Troubleshooting
Q. I encountered a CREATE_FAILED error when I launched the Quick Start.
A. If AWS CloudFormation fails to create the stack, we recommend that you relaunch the
template with Rollback on failure set to No. (This setting is under Advanced in the
AWS CloudFormation console, Options page.) With this setting, the stack’s state will be
retained and the instance will be left running, so you can troubleshoot the issue. (For
Windows, look at the log files in %ProgramFiles%\Amazon\EC2ConfigService and
C:\cfn\log.)
Logs for the steps taken in the Quick Start to configure Tableau Server and Snowflake
content are stored in respectively named .txt files in C:\tabsetup\ and can be used to
troubleshoot configuration errors.
Important When you set Rollback on failure to No, you will continue to incur
AWS charges for this stack. Please make sure to delete the stack when you finish
troubleshooting.
For additional information, see Troubleshooting AWS CloudFormation on the AWS
website.
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Q. I encountered a size limitation error when I deployed the AWS CloudFormation
templates.
A. We recommend that you launch the Quick Start templates from the links in this guide or
from another S3 bucket. If you deploy the templates from a local copy on your computer or
from a non-S3 location, you might encounter template size limitations when you create the
stack. For more information about AWS CloudFormation limits, see the AWS
documentation.
Q. I cannot connect to Tableau Server, or the web interface times out.
A. Review your license key, Amazon Resource Names (ARNs), SSL certificates, and
wildcards (host name must match the name in your SSL certificate), and check for data
entry errors. Check the CIDR address to make sure that it matches the IP address ranges
used in your network.

Send us feedback
To post feedback, submit feature ideas, or report bugs, use the Issues section of the
GitHub repository for this Quick Start. If you’d like to submit code, please review the Quick
Start Contributor’s Guide.

Additional resources
AWS resources


Getting Started Resource Center



AWS General Reference



AWS Glossary

AWS services


AWS CloudFormation



Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS)



Amazon EC2



IAM



Amazon VPC

Tableau and Snowflake
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Use the resources below to help administrate and share your Tableau and Snowflake
environment with your organization. Both Tableau and Snowflake are designed to easily
scale to meet both the audience and security requirements of your organizations.
Tableau Server on Windows


Tableau Server on Windows in the AWS Cloud



Tableau Server on Windows



Troubleshoot Tableau Server Install and Upgrade



Get Started with Tableau Server



Tableau Server Administrator Guide

If you are using the trial version of Tableau Server and you want to continue to use this
deployment of Tableau and Snowflake in a production setting, read the Tableau Server
Scalability - A Technical Deployment Guide for Server Administrators whitepaper to better
understand scalability practices.
Snowflake


Zero to Snowflake hands-on workshops



Snowflake on AWS



Best Practices for Using Tableau with Snowflake



Snowflake Getting Started guide



Snowflake in 20 Minutes



Snowflake documentation

Other Quick Start reference deployments


AWS Quick Start home page
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© 2019, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates, and Tableau Software and Snowflake.
All rights reserved.
Notices
This document is provided for informational purposes only. It represents AWS’s current product offerings
and practices as of the date of issue of this document, which are subject to change without notice. Customers
are responsible for making their own independent assessment of the information in this document and any
use of AWS’s products or services, each of which is provided “as is” without warranty of any kind, whether
express or implied. This document does not create any warranties, representations, contractual
commitments, conditions or assurances from AWS, its affiliates, suppliers or licensors. The responsibilities
and liabilities of AWS to its customers are controlled by AWS agreements, and this document is not part of,
nor does it modify, any agreement between AWS and its customers.
The software included with this paper is licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You
may not use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the License is located at
http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0/ or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This code is distributed on
an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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